Monday, MAR. 18th
University Room CDE . Carmichael Student Center | Kennesaw Campus . KSU

9:00AM - 2:00PM

EQUINOX FORUM  |  Sustainability through Multiple Lenses

Meet & Greet

Opening remarks - Welcoming
Hegh Lianko, Ph.D. | Chair, Presidential Commission on Sustainability | Office of Diversity and Inclusion
Associate Professor | Department of Architecture

Human Settlement Projects: A Rapid Urbanization Mechanism in 500 Squatter Settlements in South Africa
Jean-Pierre Maweja | Instructor, Political Science - KSU | PhD Student, International Conflict Resolution
Alliance Française de Atlanta

Sustainability Values and First-Year Students at Kennesaw State University
Carlton A. Uttar, PhD | Sustainability Faculty Fellow 2018-19
Associate Professor Political Science | Department of First-Year and Transition Studies | University College

Toward Sustainable Communities
Liz Martine-Mahan | Sustainability Faculty Fellow 2018-19
Associate Professor | Department of Architecture

Seresha, Designing a Sustainable Community
PhD Talk: P.J.S. | Professor Emeritus, Architecture at Texas A&M University

High Performance Building Design in the Academic Community
Brian Dailey, AIA, LEED AP | Omega Curry

Panel Discussion  | Sustainability-Related Attitudes and Behavior at Kennesaw State University

Closing remarks
Temitope Egbelakin | CIFAL Newcastle Executive Director
Architecture Department, University of Newcastle, Australia

11:30AM - 2:00PM

EQUINOX FORUM  | Students’ Artwork on UN SDGs

University Room CDE . Carmichael Student Center | Kennesaw Campus . KSU

Sandy Tals
Coordinated by Dr. Thomas J. Yannuzzi | Executive Director, Center for Student Leadership; Chair, Leadership Education Member Interest Group, KSU International Leadership Association